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SUMMARY 

Mr. Menees, a Affiliate Director of Accumyn. He has more than 25 
years of experience in the environment, energy, and natural resources 
field assessing the financial impact of issues in the context of litigation, 
bankruptcy, complex claims, transactions, risk management and 
business sustainability in a wide variety of industries.  His practice 
focuses primarily on litigation support, including expert testimony, in 
damages, bankruptcy and other complex claims matters, and risk 
management consulting on a variety of issues, including financial 
reserves, change management, and business sustainability.  

Mr. Menees serves as an expert witness and consultant to counsel on matters such as valuing 
assets and liabilities in environmental, bankruptcy, insurance coverage, and other complex claim 
disputes; allocating damages among disputing parties, competing claims and insurance policies; 
estimating potential future liabilities for trial or settlement risk evaluations; assessing the 
reasonableness of historic investigation and remediation costs; evaluating the impact of insurance 
coverage issues on claims for coverage; evaluating the necessity and scope of environmental 
response costs; and assessing the consistency of environmental response costs with the NCP. 

As a risk management consultant, Mr. Menees advises clients on a range of issues, including 
developing reserves for contingent future liabilities, including potential remedial expenditures and 
asset retirement obligations; analyzing and valuing liabilities and assets in transactions; assessing 
liability management alternatives; valuing and structuring liability buyouts and indemnification 
agreements; evaluating business sustainability risks, including resource planning and utilization; 
performing comparative benchmark selection and analysis; and assessing risk management and 
organizational structure. 

Mr. Menees’ clients include law firms as well as companies in the automotive, transportation, 
mining, basic materials, oil and gas, manufacturing, financial services, paper and lumber, 
chemicals and plastics, waste management, electric and gas utilities, electronics, publishing, 
defense, travel and tourism, and aerospace industries, among others. 

Currently, Mr. Menees serves as an independent litigation, risk management and valuation 
consultant. Mr. Menees has advisory and mutual assistance agreements with several leading 
economic, financial and litigation consulting firms for project-specific expertise. Previously, Mr. 
Menees was a Principal with LECG, an international economic and financial expert services firm.  
Formerly, Mr. Menees was a Managing Consultant with PA Consulting Group, an international 
economic, management and technology consulting firm.  Mr. Menees has also been a Principal 
with PHB Hagler Bailly (formerly Putnam, Hayes & Bartlett), an economics and management 
consulting firm, and Vice President and Hazardous Projects Manager of Environmental Audit, 
Inc., an environmental engineering and management consulting firm.
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EDUCATION, CERTIFICATIONS, MEMBERSHIPS  

• Bachelor of Arts (BA) in Biological Science from the California State University at Fullerton  

• Master in Business Administration (MBA) from the California State University at Fullerton 

• Mr. Menees holds certificates in Environmental Site Assessment and Remediation and in 
Hazardous Materials Management from the University of California at Irvine.   

 

SELECTED SUMMARIES OF ENGAGEMENT EXPERIENCE 

Complex Claims Analysis 

• As an expert witness on the necessity and scope of response actions and the reasonableness 
of incurred costs, Mr. Menees was deposed in a matter involving cost contribution claims and 
cross-claims amongst current and former owners and successors-in-interest at an historic 
3,000+ acre active petroleum refinery in northern California whose operations dated from 
1912.  On behalf of a former refinery owner who operated the refinery for more than 50 years, 
and its successors-in-interest, Mr. Menees’ work and subsequent testimony in this matter 
focused on the efficacy of historic actions taken by the various site owners and operators to 
comply with regulatory requirements especially as to wastewater and waste materials 
handling and disposal, the nature and extent of historic regulatory compliance and remedial 
response actions undertaken by the parties relative to wastewater and waste materials 
handling and disposal as well as soil and groundwater contamination, and the necessity, 
scope and reasonableness of costs incurred by the parties for historic compliance and 
remedial response activities at the site.  Aggregate historic and projected future costs related 
to environmental damages in this matter totaled more than $500 million. 

• As an expert witness on damages, Mr. Menees was deposed in a matter in which he evaluated 
historic investigative and remedial activities and related costs incurred at a large former 
manufactured gas plant site in New Jersey.  In the context of insurance coverage litigation, 
Mr. Menees assembled and evaluated historic costs, allocated appropriate historic costs to 
damages, assessed the reasonableness of historic costs, and categorized historic costs as 
defense and indemnity costs, among other assignments.  Key issues in this matter included 
whether historic costs were related to environmental damage or associated lawsuits or suit 
equivalents, and whether suit-related investigation and remediation activities and related 
costs were defense or indemnity costs.  Aggregate historic costs reviewed in this matter 
totaled nearly $45 million.  Potential future costs at issue were estimated to total more than 
$225 million. 

 

• As an expert witness on damages, Mr. Menees was deposed in a matter in which he evaluated 
historic investigative and remedial activities and related costs incurred at current and former 
defense electronics manufacturing facilities.  In the context of multi-site insurance coverage 
litigation, Mr. Menees assembled and evaluated historic costs, allocated appropriate historic 
costs to damages, assessed the reasonableness of historic costs, and categorized historic 
costs as defense and indemnity costs, among other assignments.  Key issues in this matter 
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included whether historic costs were related to environmental damage and associated 
lawsuits or suit equivalents, and whether suit-related investigation and remediation activities 
and related costs were defense or indemnity costs.  Aggregate historic costs reviewed in this 
matter totaled nearly $8 million.  Potential aggregate future costs at issue were estimated to 
total more than $200 million. 

• Mr. Menees calculated historic environmental damages associated with 16 manufacturing 
plants located in 10 states then currently or formerly owned by a Fortune 100 company.  His 
work in this matter was performed on behalf of the company in connection with its claims for 
reimbursement from its insurers. Mr. Menees assembled and organized the invoices and other 
documentation supporting the damages claim, reviewed such costs for reasonableness and 
consistency, and calculated prejudgment interest.  Aggregate historic costs related to 
environmental damages in this matter totaled more than $330 million. 

• In the context of insurance coverage litigation, Mr. Menees calculated and evaluated the 
reasonableness of historic remediation costs associated with the cleanup of the Love Canal 
and Hyde Park Superfund sites in New York.  Mr. Menees developed the analytical approach 
and related litigation strategies to analyze the necessity, scope and reasonableness of the 
activities conducted at the sites with respect to the regulatory requirements.  He evaluated the 
reasonableness of the costs incurred on a comparative basis with respect to costs for similar 
activities incurred at other sites.  Aggregate historic costs related to environmental damages 
in this matter totaled more than $280 million. 

• Mr. Menees evaluated the historic costs associated with investigating and remediating 
environmental damage at four major wood processing and treating facilities located in three 
states owned and operated by a large paper products company.  His work in this matter was 
performed on behalf of the company in connection with its claims for reimbursement from its 
insurers. Mr. Menees assembled and organized the invoices and other documentation 
supporting the damages claim, reviewed such costs for reasonableness and consistency with 
the NCP, and calculated prejudgment interest.  Aggregate historic costs related to 
environmental damages in this matter were more than $250 million. 

• Mr. Menees projected future costs associated with the investigation and potential remediation 
of a portfolio of 22 former manufactured gas plant and related sites owned by a major utility 
holding company and located in seven states, including the development of alternative 
remediation and litigation strategies in the context of insurance coverage litigation.  In this 
matter, Mr. Menees developed cost estimating models based on a probabilistic approach to 
estimating future costs under uncertainty.  Aggregate projected future costs related to 
environmental damages in this matter were more than $200 million. 

• In the context of insurance coverage litigation, Mr. Menees assembled and evaluated historic 
costs and projected future costs associated with the investigation and remediation of a major 
alumina refinery complex in Ohio.  Mr. Menees assembled and organized the invoices and 
other documentation supporting the damages claim, reviewed such costs for reasonableness 
and consistency, and calculated prejudgment interest. Mr. Menees developed a cost 
estimating model based on a probabilistic approach to estimating future site costs under 
uncertainty.  Aggregate historic and projected future costs related to environmental damages 
in this matter totaled more than $50 million. 

• Mr. Menees performed an analysis of historic response costs incurred at four major chemical 
manufacturing plants in the context of the client’s claim against its insurers for coverage of 
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environmental response costs at the sites.  Mr. Menees’ analysis included collection, review, 
documentation and verification of client’s historic response costs, analysis of the NCP 
consistency of such costs, and assessment of the reasonableness of such costs.  Aggregate 
historic response costs in this matter totaled more than $320 million. 

• Mr. Menees projected future costs associated with investigating and remediating 
contamination resulting from condensed mercury vapors released from high-pressure 
residential and commercial natural gas regulators during routine maintenance and removal 
operations.  Mr. Menees’ work in this matter was performed on behalf of a major Midwestern 
utility performing emergency investigation and remediation activities under orders from the 
state Attorney General.  In this matter, Mr. Menees developed cost estimating models based 
on a probabilistic approach to estimating future costs under uncertainty.  Aggregate projected 
future costs related to environmental damages in this matter were more than $175 million. 

Bankruptcy Claims Analysis 

• On behalf of counsel for the defendant entity in a complex litigation involving claims from a 
bankrupt entity resulting from an acquisition and spinoff, Mr. Menees assisted in valuing 
claims and related cost shares exceeding $3.2 billion at more than 2,300 sites in 46 states.  
Mr. Menees developed cost estimates and allocated costs to parties related to claims resulting 
from historic and ongoing operations involving chemical manufacturing, pesticide formulation, 
munitions manufacturing and testing, uranium mining, petroleum refining and distribution, and 
other mining, processing, manufacturing and distribution operations.  Media affected included 
soils, surface waters, groundwater, and on-site and surrounding structures, including 
residences.  The issue was whether at a given point in time sufficient information existed to 
estimate such potential liabilities and, if so, whether, and in what amounts, the defendant 
entity would have been required to establish and fund appropriate reserves as defined by FAS 
5 requirements. Mr. Menees assisted in the development of expert reports, rebuttal reports 
and supplemental expert reports. 

• As a consultant to bankruptcy counsel to the debtor in one of the largest and most complex 
environmental bankruptcies in US history, Mr. Menees assisted in evaluating priority creditor 
claims by federal and state agencies and trustees exceeding $6.0 billion at more than 50 sites 
in 15 states.  Mr. Menees developed cost estimates related to priority creditor claims resulting 
from historic mining, smelting and processing operations.  Media affected included soils, 
surface waters, groundwater, and on-site and surrounding structures, including residences.  
Mr. Menees assisted in the development of expert reports, rebuttal reports and supplemental 
expert reports. He also assisted in the preparation of affidavits and other court filings.   

• As a consultant to bankruptcy counsel to the debtor in one of the most high-profile 
bankruptcies in recent US history, Mr. Menees assisted in the development of cost estimates 
for potential environmental claims exceeding $600 million at more than 75 automotive 
manufacturing and related facilities in 15 states.  Mr. Menees gathered available data, 
interviewed knowledgeable persons, reviewed documentation and directed the work of 
technical personnel in the development of remedial response scenarios and related cost 
estimates in connection with potential future priority creditor claims.  Media affected included 
soils, surface waters, groundwater, and on-site and surrounding structures, including 
residences.  The estimates of potential future priority creditor claims were used by the 
bankruptcy court to establish reserves and related multi-layered insurance products to 
address the current and future costs associated with the claims. 
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• On behalf of an investment bank, accounting firm and investor group as creditors in a 
bankruptcy matter, Mr. Menees served as a consultant with respect to the development of 
cost estimates for the investigation and remediation of soil and groundwater contamination at 
a former steel mill in California.  The issue was whether at a given point in time sufficient 
information existed to estimate such potential liabilities and, if so, whether the mill would have 
been required to establish appropriate reserves as defined by FAS 5 requirements.  Mr. 
Menees analyzed the historic availability of information necessary to adequately define and 
quantify potential environmental liabilities at the former mill site.  Mr. Menees then analyzed 
whether the information available at the time in question was sufficient to develop cost 
estimates for potential environmental liabilities requiring the establishment of reserves.  
Aggregate alleged damages in this matter were more than $450 million. 

Cost Allocation 

• As a consultant to both in-house and outside counsel for a large aerospace firm, Mr. Menees 
developed a strategy and methodology to allocate historic and potential future damages in 
connection with a then-recently discovered large perchlorate groundwater plume in California.  
Mr. Menees developed and implemented a data collection and evaluation system through 
which historical documents were reviewed, witnesses interviewed, technical data evaluated, 
among other activities.  The results of this effort led to the development of an allocation 
strategy and methodology which was implemented by the client during the course of 
negotiations with other potentially responsible parties as well as federal, state and local 
regulatory agencies.  Aggregate projected potential future costs related to environmental 
damages in this matter ranged from $100 million to $250 million depending on the regulatory 
response approach. 

• Mr. Menees served as a consultant on the equitable allocation amongst parties of past and 
future costs associated with environmental damages related to the investigation and 
remediation of a large copper mining complex in Arizona. Mr. Menees used a cost causation 
approach based on stand-alone costs to equitably allocate the costs to contain and remediate 
plumes of metals and other contaminants beneath the site.  Mr. Menees’ analysis also 
included a review of equitable factors potentially affecting such an allocation of damages.  
Aggregate historic and projected future costs related to environmental damages in this matter 
totaled more than $325 million. 

• Mr. Menees calculated and allocated damages associated with 16 historic and current aircraft 
component manufacturing and service operations in 10 states throughout the United States.  
After calculating damages associated with historic response costs, he allocated such 
damages to specific activities and areas, referred to as losses, at each site.  The allocation of 
costs to such losses was an integral component of the client’s claim for coverage under its all-
risks, first party property insurance policies. Aggregate historic costs related to environmental 
damages in this matter totaled more than $330 million. 

• Mr. Menees analyzed liability share and cost allocation issues with respect to wastes 
deposited in a large solid and hazardous waste landfill in northern California by a client’s 
former petroleum refining operations.  Mr. Menees’ work in this matter included determining 
the character and volume of such wastes and the portion of such wastes delivered to the 
landfill by various waste transporters.  Mr. Menees also projected future costs associated with 
investigating and remediating the landfill.  Mr. Menees used a cost causation approach based 
on stand-alone costs to equitably allocate the underlying costs in this matter.  Mr. Menees’ 
analysis also included a review of equitable factors potentially affecting such an allocation of 
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damages.  Aggregate historic and projected future costs related to environmental damages in 
this matter totaled more than $120 million. 

• On behalf of a large multinational corporation, Mr. Menees performed an analysis of the 
reasonableness of historic environmental response costs incurred by the client and other 
parties at several large former disposal sites in New Jersey contaminated with chromium-
containing wastes.  The sites had been used for disposal of industrial wastes for a period of 
more than 50 years.  Mr. Menees developed an allocation of past and future response costs 
at these sites amongst client and several other parties.  Aggregate historic and future 
response costs at these sites totaled more than $100 million. 

Financial Reserve Analysis 

• For a large utility holding company, Mr. Menees assisted in the evaluation of their financial 
reserves for contingent environmental remediation liabilities at more than 50 current and 
former power stations, substations, maintenance facilities and other related sites.  Mr. Menees 
reviewed available data, interviewed knowledgeable persons and conducted site inspection, 
where appropriate, to develop cost estimates for contingent environmental liabilities using 
probabilistic cost estimating techniques.  He then reviewed the current reserve values and 
FAS 5 requirements to advise the client on the appropriate updates to the reserve values.  
Aggregate projected potential future environmental remediation liabilities in this matter totaled 
more than $350 million. 

• Mr. Menees developed cost estimates for asset retirement obligations (AROs) related to 
environmental compliance for a large utility holding company in connection with the client’s 
efforts to comply with FIN 47 reporting requirements.  Mr. Menees developed cost estimates 
for generating stations, transformer stations, substations, gas pipelines, pipe-type electrical 
power cable, gas meters, wastewater treatment ponds, cooling towers, power poles, batteries, 
circuit breakers, LNG facilities, fuel storage tanks, and gas regulators, among other assets.  
These estimates were then used to develop corresponding assets and liabilities on the client’s 
balance sheets which would be adjusted annually to reflect the maturation of the ARO for the 
underlying assets.  Aggregate projected potential future AROs related to environmental 
compliance in this matter totaled more than $25 million in then-current dollars. 

• Mr. Menees forecasted future costs at more than 75 separate former manufactured gas plant 
and related sites in five states for a major Northeastern utility holding company.  The utility 
used these estimates to renegotiate its recent merger agreement with another utility, amend 
its SEC filings and establish the appropriate accounting reserves for potential environmental 
liabilities.  These sites were inactive for approximately 30 years, but had been operational for 
an average of 100 years prior to deactivation.  Mr. Menees gathered available information on 
each site and developed models to estimate the potential nature and extent of contamination.  
Mr. Menees then developed cost estimating models to forecast potential future costs at each 
site and worked with the client to establish appropriate reserves for the potential liabilities.  
Aggregate projected potential future costs in this matter totaled more than $575 million. 

• For a utility holding company based in New Jersey, Mr. Menees estimated potential future 
liabilities associated with environmental damages at four major former electric and gas 
generating plants. Mr. Menees gathered available information on each site and developed 
models to estimate the potential nature and extent of contamination.  Mr. Menees then 
developed probabilistic cost models to forecast potential future costs at each site.  Mr. Menees 
worked with the client to obtain remedial cap insurance based on the forecasted costs and to 
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establish appropriate reserves for those potential liabilities.  Aggregate projected future costs 
in this matter totaled more than $185 million. 

 

Project Development and Valuation 

As a consultant to project developers in the energy, environmental and natural resources fields, 
Mr. Menees assists clients in formulating projects, developing project structures, preparing 
financial analyses, and presenting proposed projects to potential investors, banks, government 
agencies, and other stakeholders.  Mr. Menees’ work in these areas encompasses assisting 
clients with virtually all aspects of project development. 

• On behalf of a US-Mexico investment fund, Mr. Menees worked with technical advisors to 
develop a business plan to acquire and relocate a former 100,000 bpd heavy crude oil refinery 
to the Pacific coast of Panama in Central America.  Mr. Menees worked closely with the 
technical advisors to evaluate the existing refinery units, identify required rehabilitation work, 
and specify additional and ancillary units to improve the operating capacity and efficiency of 
the refinery train.  Mr. Menees developed a $350 million business plan and related financial 
model for the acquisition, dismantling, relocation, rehabilitation, restructuring, installation and 
restarting of the refinery followed by a commencement of enhanced refining operations.  For 
this project, Mr. Menees conducted extensive research on current and projected refined 
products supply and demand in Central America.  Mr. Menees assisted the client in 
negotiations with the Panamanian government regarding the project, and worked with the 
client in presenting the proposed plan to potential investors, including strategic partners.   

• On behalf of an international private equity fund, Mr. Menees performed a financial analysis 
of a large energy infrastructure construction firm based in Bogota, Colombia.  Mr. Menees 
developed a business plan and related financial model for future growth for the firm and 
worked with the client to package the financial analysis, business plan and financial 
projections into an investment presentation portfolio.  Mr. Menees conducted extensive 
research on the current and projected demand for energy infrastructure in Latin America and 
the Caribbean, including thermal and hydro power generation and transmission as well as 
pipelines, storage tanks, and port facilities.  Mr. Menees worked with the client to develop an 
investment structure for a $30 million recapitalization of the construction firm. Mr. Menees 
assisted the client in presenting the opportunity and proposed structure to banks, other private 
equity funds, and family offices, and worked with the client to negotiate a $20 million co-
investment in the construction firm by a London, UK-based international private equity firm. 

• For an international investor group, Mr. Menees helped design a project to construct and 
operate a series of compressed natural gas (CNG) fueling stations in Turkey with 10-year 
anticipated NPV EBITDA of more than $50 million.  Mr. Menees developed a detailed business 
plan and related financial model, assisted in negotiations with landowners, equipment 
suppliers, bus operators and other stakeholders regarding the structure and operation of the 
stations.  Mr. Menees assisted the client in negotiating with banks, leasing companies and 
other investors regarding the project structure and funding.  Mr. Menees traveled extensively 
to Turkey to meet with various stakeholders and assist the client in finalizing the project details 
and financing. 

• For a metals reclamation and recycling venture intent on reclaiming valuable base metals from 
non-traditional sources, Mr. Menees assisted the client in refining its business plan, developed 
a detailed financial model based on the business plan, and prepared a presentation to 
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potential investors.  Mr. Menees worked with the client to refine the revenue projections of 
more than $250 million over four years, analyze the cost of goods sold, and develop the 
indirect costs associated with the proposed operation.  Mr. Menees then worked with the client 
to develop a detailed financial model of the proposed operations, including potential 
investment scenarios, followed by a presentation regarding the proposed plan and anticipated 
returns.  Mr. Menees assisted the client in presenting the plan to potential investors. 

Compliance Risk Management 

As a consultant on risk management, Mr. Menees advises clients on a range of regulatory 
compliance and business risk management issues, including supply chain management, e-
commerce, hazardous materials transportation, EHS compliance requirements, benchmark 
selection and evaluation, resource assessment and planning, and organizational restructuring, 
among other matters.  Representative engagements include: 

• For a rapidly expanding global basic and specialty chemicals manufacturer, Mr. Menees 
evaluated compliance management systems and potential business risks in all of the 
organization’s North American and Asia Pacific manufacturing divisions.  Given the rapid 
expansion of the organization through a series of acquisitions, Mr. Menees’ evaluation 
focused on the adequacy of resources throughout the organization to address the compliance 
management requirements and business risks facing the company.  Further, Mr. Menees 
examined the effectiveness of the organization’s current compliance management systems 
relative to industry best practice standards and provided guidance on the identification and 
management of business risks within the organization’s operations.  Mr. Menees assisted the 
client in implementing the recommendations arising from his evaluation. 

• Mr. Menees analyzed the adequacy and effectiveness of the environment, health, safety and 
regulatory compliance management systems in place at the manufacturing plants of the 
aircraft engine manufacturing and servicing division of a major international diversified 
manufacturer.  Mr. Menees conducted extensive interviews of client personnel at all levels 
throughout the organization and observed plant operations in a number of locations.  Mr. 
Menees provided a detailed analysis of the manufacturing division’s current management 
systems and made specific recommendations for improvements in such systems and their 
implementation throughout the organization.  Mr. Menees assisted the client in implementing 
the recommendations arising from his analysis. 

• For a major international automobile manufacturer concerned about the compliance of its 
service and manufacturing parts operations with hazardous materials/dangerous goods 
transportation regulations, Mr. Menees analyzed management practices throughout the 
organization associated with the flow of hazardous parts and related information, developed 
a management systems framework for addressing related regulatory compliance 
requirements and assisted in implementing specific management controls and related 
recommendations throughout the client organization.  As part of his analysis, Mr. Menees 
conducted extensive interviews of client personnel and observed hazardous parts logistics 
operations at various locations.  In addition, Mr. Menees developed and conducted an 
extensive benchmark survey of similar practices both within and outside of the automobile 
manufacturing industry. 

• For a major international cruise line, Mr. Menees analyzed shipboard and shoreside 
environmental management practices with respect to past, present and potential future 
compliance with U.S. and international waste management requirements.  Mr. Menees 
analyzed waste management practices in shipboard marine and hotel operations departments 
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throughout the fleet and at various shoreside facilities throughout North America and the 
Caribbean, developed a management systems framework for addressing related regulatory 
compliance requirements and assisted the client in implementing specific management 
controls and related recommendations.  As part of his analysis, Mr. Menees conducted 
extensive interviews of client personnel and observed numerous environmental management 
activities on shore and at sea.  In addition, Mr. Menees conducted inspections of shipboard 
and shoreside facilities and developed recommended compliance procedures for immediate 
implementation throughout the organization.  

OTHER RELEVANT EXPERIENCE 

Mr. Menees has conducted and managed hazardous waste site investigations and related 
remediation activities, performed regulatory compliance management analyses, developed 
and audited environmental performance quality assurance and control programs, valued 
environmental assets, assessed environmental impacts associated with proposed activities, 
obtained permits for major hazardous waste facilities, and performed property transaction due 
diligence audits, among other matters.  Representative engagements include: 

• Mr. Menees served as a consultant on the efficacy of waste management activities conducted 
by Department of Energy contractors at the Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Plant in Colorado 
with respect to compliance with waste discharge requirements in the context of an alleged 
government contract fraud matter.  Mr. Menees developed information on the nature and 
extent of waste discharge activities at the plant to provide an opinion on the compliance of 
such activities with applicable waste discharge standards.  Aggregate damages in this matter 
totaled more than $50 million. 

• As a consultant to the defendant government of Mexico, Mr. Menees assisted counsel in 
preparing a valuation of a proposed hazardous waste landfill to be located in Mexico.  Mr. 
Menees evaluated the landfill’s life expectancy, volume capacity, projected waste prices, 
operating expenses, financing costs, and so forth.  Mr. Menees’ work supported the testimony 
of others before a NAFTA tribunal charged with deciding whether and, if so, the extent to 
which the Mexican government’s decision to withhold a needed permit damaged the plaintiff’s 
business.  Aggregate damages in this matter totaled more than $35 million. 

• As a consultant to counsel, Mr. Menees evaluated for compliance with CERCLA, RCRA and 
other regulations the investigation and remediation activities associated with soil and 
groundwater contamination resulting from a lessee’s activities at wood-preserving facilities 
owned by lessor client. 

• Mr. Menees audited environmental conditions at industrial/commercial facilities and provided 
recommendations to improve environmental risk management and develop effective 
compliance strategies, especially with respect to hazardous materials/wastes management. 

• Mr. Menees assessed the environmental impact of clients’ proposed activities, developed 
appropriate mitigation plans, obtained necessary permits and approvals and monitored 
compliance with applicable requirements. 

• Mr. Menees investigated hazardous waste sites and subsequently developed and 
implemented remedial action plans, including subsurface soil and groundwater investigations, 
health-risk analyses and negotiated appropriate site cleanup standards. 

• For regional hazardous and solid waste management projects throughout the United States, 
Mr. Menees prepared, submitted and processed federal, state, regional and local regulatory 
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agency permit applications as well as related environmental assessments and environmental 
impact statements and reports (EISs/EIRs). 

• Mr. Menees developed and implemented public and media relations campaigns including 
developing, publishing and distributing newsletters and other public information items, 
developing and distributing media kits, and delivering public and media presentations on 
behalf of regional hazardous waste incineration projects throughout the United States. 

• Mr. Menees developed and implemented quality assurance and quality control programs, 
including regulatory compliance evaluations, for the management of hazardous wastes at a 
variety of industrial and commercial facilities throughout the United States. 

• For waste management facilities throughout the United States, Mr. Menees designed and 
implemented spill control and recovery programs, including personnel training materials. 

• Mr. Menees prepared and evaluated environmental audits for property transfers and 
refinancing activities in California and other states in the context of transaction due diligence 
evaluations. 

• Mr. Menees negotiated with federal and state regulatory agencies regarding the classification 
of hazardous wastes and the granting of exemptions and variances relative to compliance 
with hazardous waste regulations. 


